Chapter 1
Human Metabolonomics, Symbiotic Evolution
and Space Colonisation
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Human Space Colonisation and Endosymbiotic Archaeal Colonies

Human beings can be re-engineered to live in an anaerobic environment. This
is possible by membrane sodium potassium ATPase inhibition and sodium
potassium ATPase mediated ATP synthesis and by anaerobic glycolysis. Low
level of EMF and photons can also mediate ATP synthesis via the electron
transport chain. This occurs by inducing high level of archaeal symbiosis. This
can be achieved by feeding low fibre diet, fecal transplantation and archaeal
infusions. The archaea growth is increased in the gut and undergoes
endosymbiosis generating new organelle - fructosoid, neurotransminoid,
steroidelle, porphyrinoid, transmutoid and glycosaminoglycoid. This changes
the human species to survive in an anaerobic environment or in an environment
of

ammonia

or

hydrogen

sulphide.

Archaeal

symbiosis

produces

neanderthalisation of human beings which can survive in extremophilic
environments including outside planetary system. The human systems exist as a
habitat for an ecology of symbiotic bacteria and viruses. The human genes are
small microislands floating in an ocean of bacterial and viral genes. The
question of human body survival in extremophilic conditions of other planets
can be solved by considering the survival of the symbiotic bacteria and viruses
of the human systems. The human systems exist for the thriving and growth of
the symbiotic bacteria and viruses. The induction of colonic and endosymbiotic
archaeal symbiosis will induce changes in the ecosystem of endosymbiotic
archaea, gut archaea, human tissues and archaeal phages. Metabolic engineering
can be done for the survival of this ecosystem with human zombies functioning
as the habitat for extremophilic symbiotic archaea. This is the crux for the
survival of human beings in outer planetary system and establishing human
colonies in outer planetary systems. This holds the key for human survival as a
species and a race.
Space colonisation involves human engineering. This requires archaeal
symbiosis and shutting down of the human system. The archaeal network takes
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over. The human being is converted into a zombie. This is done by colonic
infusion, i/v infusion of archaea and consuming a low fibre diet. This conditions
the body to exist in an anaerobic environment.
The archaeal symbiosis creates a new human species, the neoneanderthals. It
has a dominant cerebellar function and is impulsive, creative and autistic. It is
artistic, musical and aesthetic. It is intuitive and capable of extrasensory
perception and telepathy. The species can communicate with computers and
modulate their programs by interaction with the archaeal colony network which
is capable of quantal perception. The archaeal colony network of magnetite is
capable of quantal perception and can be called as a conscious artificial
intelligence. The archaeal colony network via quantal perception can have
two-way communication with computer programs producing a synthestic brain.
This produces what is called as a quantal civilization. The porphyrions can
emerge out of the quantal foam like the lotus of brahma. The porphyrions are
molecules which can have a wave-particle existence and the porphyrions forms a
template for RNA viroids, DNA viroids and prions to form. They symbiose to
form the archaea. The archaea has an abiogenic replication. Consciousness is
mediated by gravity and the unconscious world is mediated by anti-gravity acting
via archaeal colony network. Thought creates matter. The world of matter is
embedded in thought. The universe and anti-universe as well as parallel universes
are created out of the phenomena of soni-luminescence arising out of
gravitational

and

anti-gravitational waves. The mind creates the universe. This is exemplified by
the concept of the universe arising out of the word Om in Hindu philosophy. This
forms the basis of human colonisation of other planetary systems.
The archaeal colony network can function on the basis of zero point energy
derived from gravitational waves. The archaeal colony network is capable of
quantal perception. The archaeal colonies are capable of nuclear fusion and
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fission. This can generate energy for the human colonies in other planetary
system. Thus human colonies in other planetary system are a possibility based
on metabolic human engineering created by archaeal symbiosis.
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